
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? In the past it
was easier to identify what type of career or job would lead to a secure,
successful future. Use specific reasons and examples to support your
answer.

No one can ever deny the significant role of jobs in people's future life
and most jobs cannot 100% guarantee which you become successful or
not in future and humans cannot predict exactly what will happen in the
future because the world is changing constantly. This question has
been debated for many years and have has two main
perspectives/sides which I will explain with some reasons and a couple
of examples in this essay.

For the most and main reasons which can be on the top and covers
other reasons is "education". Education plays an notable role for future
jobs which nowadays people can access it easily because the number
of schools and universities were was lowerless in the past and most of
the people did not have the opportunity to study because maybe they
were extremely too poor to pay their education tuition fee which they
had to work instead of studying or the schools were far from their home
which they had to commute every day. For instance, if you watch old
movies, you will see there was were no doctors in the villages because
most of the villagersrural was were needy and also it was tough for
them to haveachievement to education.

Secondly, the number of careers are is increasing because the world is
altering and people have various needs, so everyone can find a job that
suits their interests. For example, in the past people did not care a lot to
about their healthy, so they did not havehad not nutritionists. On the
other hand, with the advent of technology and the internet, many jobs
were lost and devices and robots replaced people. For instance, the
number of workers in factories was higher in previous years.

Last but not least, most of the people assume that success is related to
have having high salary because people have not just basic needs they
have diverse needs which they want to meet all of them and this causes
competition with each other which some times have has damaging
effect. For example, during the presidential election candidates get give
false promises for more votes and overcome outperformto other
nominators nominees but when they were are electedselected they do
not do keep their pledges and it cause hurts social beliefs . 

On the basis of the reasons that were mentioned above, both opinions
can have advantages and disadvantages because it depends on



people's personality and their circumstance. Although nowadays it has
become easier for people to reach education and they can choose a job
which is in lineappropriate with their interest, we should not be
overlooked the presence of technology and unsafe competitions.
 


